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“The extreme” of Absolute Economic Exposure
published by Maplecroft in 2014

Adverse impacts by typhoons and earthquakes in
Chinese Taipei
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Solutions for lowering possible impacts by natural
disasters
• Typhoons (winds, flood, landslide, debris flow)
– Sharing and exchange of information
– Impact-assessment-based preparedness

Investment
Innovation

– Early evacuation, pre-disaster deployment

• Earthquakes
– Pre-disaster preparedness and plan
– Earthquake early warning
– Near real-time impact assessment

• Tsunamis
– Multiple numerical simulations

Information
Interaction

Integration
Implementation

– Inundation maps and estimated arrival time

– Evacuation plan, exercise and review

Improvement

Roles and functions of S&T to reduce loss
- From science to decision making

Scientific
Prediction

• Provide forecasting
based on scientific
models
• Tool for pre-disaster
deployment

Rea-time
Monitoring

• Provide updated data
based on gauges
• Tool for pinpointing
blind areas by
forecast

• Reference for decision • Reference for revising
decision support
support
• Limited by technology • Limited by number,
location, transmission
development

In-time
Operation

• Provide reaction based
on well-defined plan

Key elements to
succeed

An integration of

• Natural science
• Tool for saving more
• Social science
time before it’s too late • Engineering
• ICT, Social media
• Reference for
• Emergency
I
allocating emergency
management
support
• Multiple key
stakeholders
• Limited by
• Public-private
determination of allpartnership
• Emerging
leve administrators

technologies

• ……….

The whole society’s engagement in DRR
- stakeholders, actions, implementations
Sceince and
technology

Gov, research
Transformation
Investment

Understandable
knowledge

Gov, research community, NGO,
NPO, Volunteers, professional
Interpretation

Understanding risk

People’s
mindset

To explain the relevance and
importance related to daily life
- Enroot culture of DRR
Gov, research, citizens, NGO,
NPO, volunteers, professionals

Perception
Governance

Take
actions

Digest scientific outcomes as
becoming feasible and applicable
- Risk Communication

Disaster
preparedness

To empower the capability and
capacity on when and how
- Conduct DRR lifecycle to build
resilience
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Maplecroft's Socio-economic Resilience Index 2013
- mitigate, prepare for and respond to natural disasters

Chinese Taipei
Taiwan
Philippines

Indonesia
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Investment on Sceince-based Disaster Risk Reduction –
S&T’s role at planning and implantation of DRR
1. LPDRP

2. NAPHM (1,2)

3. PEIIDR

4. ASTDR

1982-1998

1998-2006

2007-2010

2011-2014

0.74 bn

3.36 bn

1.48 bn

2.76 bn

2015-2018
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3.32 bn
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• Policy white book
• Annual review report
• Natural science, social
science, engineering,
medical science

Chi-Chi Earthquake
(1999)

Typhoon Morakot
(2009)

1
0
1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006

2008

2010 2012 2014 2016 2018

bn: billion NTD (NTD 1 bn = USD 32.3 M)
1. LPDRP: Large-scale Projects on Disaster Research Program
2. NAPHM: National Science and Technology Program for Hazard Mitigation
3. PEIIRD: Program for Enhancing Innovation and Implementation of Disaster Reduction
4. ASTDR: Program on Applying Science and Technology for Disaster Reduction
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NCDR’s operation model
- to applies science and technology for disaster risk management
Ministry of Sceince and Technology
Supervise
Provide operation funds

Propose topics

100 full-time staff

NCDR

•Natural science
Since 2003
•Social science
•Engineering
•Emergency management
•Business management

Major services

•S&T transfer
•S&T innovation
•Knowledge base
•Data base
•International collaboration

Major products
•Applied and inter-disciplinary research
•Policy of DRR for central and local government
•Information integration
•Emergency operation (not search and rescue)
•Identification of urgent needs and long-term demands
•Integration of potential risk maps

Partners and key stakeholders
Public sector
•Central government
•Ministries and agencies
•Local Government
•Municipalities and
townships
Private sector
• Universities, research
institutes
• NGOs, NPOs
• Communities
International outreach
• IRDR, ICoE Taipei
• ADRC, NIED, DPRI (JP)
• PDC (US)
• ADPC (TH)
• NDMI (KR)
• APEC EPWG
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NCDR works with public and private sector – from
top decision makers to communities
Decision supports
• Information integration
• Common operating picture

Practical implementations
• Knowledge transfer to co-work on hazard map
• Table top exercise to raise leadership

NCDR Director

Group Discussion
Assessment

Assessment

NCDR Director
Training

Evidence-based operation

Scenario-based drill

Understanding disaster risk
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One of the key roles: Helping emergency operation
Central Emergency
Operation Center

Administrative
Division
Operation
Division
News and
Medias
Division
Chief Staff
Division

Command Post
Commander, Co-Commanders,
Deputy Commanders

NCDR

Finance
Logistics
Administration

Foreign aid
Medical and
environmental aid
Coordination with
private sectors
Agricultural loss and
supply
Transportation
Lifeline system
Sheltering
Evacuation
Search & Rescue
Deployment
Web Information
collection
News releas
Situation Monitoring
Situation Assessment
Evlauation
General staff
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Operation of the CEOC Assessment Group (Typhoon)
- synergies, integration and actions
Central Emergency Operation Center (CEOC)

Situation
Assessment Group

Office of
Disaster Management

NCDR summons the meeting

Central
Weather
Bureau

NCDR
• Risk assessment
• Technology Support

• Dynamic data
of Typhoon.

Water
Resources
Agency
• Hydro info. of river
• Dam and pumping
station operation.

National Fire
Agency
• Loss estimation,
• co-ordination and
communication.

Directorate
General of
Highways
• consultation

The Soil and
Water
Conservation
Bureau
• Potential streams of
debris flow
• monitoring and warning

Typhoon Morakot: #8 in 2009 triggered the process
to integrate information

08/08 08
08/09 08

★

08/07 08

★
★
★

08/06 08
★

★

★

★

08/05 08
★

★

★：Center Position at 08:00
★：Center Position at 20:00

Aug 5-6: Moved at fast pace
Aug. 7 : Slowed down and out skirt touched the island
Aug. 8 : Made landfall at 00:0; Center left the island at 14:00; at very low pace; Cast
influence on the whole island
Aug. 9 ： Gradually moved toward China
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Innovations by making use of data and information
to make stakeholders connected
learned lessons actions after Typhoon Marokot in 2009
Too much or too little information at emergency operations
• Channels to acquire useful information – multiple sources
• System of systems to integrate information – demand-oriented

Lack of common operating picture to coordinate actions

• Potential risk maps for planning – real time video (16k+) + GIS info.
• Situation maps for operation – decisive operations

When and how to make timely operations

• Well-organized teams – evidence-based decisions
• Digital emergency preparedness – information sharing
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Preparation: aggregating big data for open data–
“Cross-cutting Synergies” , “Information sharing”, “Actionable”
• Adopt advanced model to
process for early warning

• Collect 400 big data sets
from 40 agencies
• Categories: basic,
monitoring, models and
historical

• Produce common operating pictures
under decision supporting system

Actions
Information
Database

Data

Information Platform for Disaster Management
Registration
Authorization
Portal to access
Information
information
Exchange service
Categorization
Integration
Maintenance operations
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N (data sources) to 1 (unified operation biddies) to
Many (diverse users) – DRR information supply chain
• An end-to-end connections
– To bridge over “information gaps” with sharing, integration and innovation

• N kinds of data sources
– Monitoring data, numerical outputs, physical data, statistic data

– Social data, geo-data, historical data,
– Non-structure data (to foresee trend)

• 1 unified operation bodies
– EOCs at central or local governments

• Many diverse users
– Tailor-made product
– Citizens
– Decision makers
– LNGOs, INGOs
– Multiple channels to connect and reach end users

Common Operating Picture through Web-GIS
platform to bridge information gap at local level

Situational
information

Bookmarks for
highlights

Overlapped
Geo-spatial
information

Real-time
Data display
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Impact assessment during typhoon emergency
operation
Teamwork and dialogues among scientists, emergency responders
and decision makers

Personnel dispatch

Early evacuation

Water pump

Scientific
outputs

Cross-cutting
synergies

In-time
operations
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Evidence-based emergency operation
– To decide timing of early evacuation
The ideal criteria to conduct early evacuations
1. Day time: less danger to evacuees and emergency responders
2. Arranged transportation: to provide convenience
Threshold value of debris flow
200 mm accumulated rainfall in 24hrs
Potential Risk Map of debris flow
at township level

Red alert (Historical data)
Forecast of rainfall

Observed
data

Critical happens point at midnight

Intensity of rainfall (Model)

Typhoon Kong-Rey in 2013

Historical
data

Observed
data

Numerical
models

Threshold value

Current situation

Forecast and
nowcast

Take
Action!
Decision maker
Local residents 19

Case of successful early evacuation during Typhoon
Fanapi , in Lai-Yi village, Sep. 2010
1. Buried houses: 50
2. Causality: 0
3. 400 residents evacuated

2009 after Typhoon Morakot

9/18
14:00

05:30

Issue land
warning

照片來源：水保局
23:00

9/19

Early
warning of risk

15:00

08:40

Evacuation
operation

Typhoon
landfall time

Landside
in Lai-Yi

32 hours ahead

2009 after Typhoon Morakot

2010
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Operations in NCDR for 2016 Quake
- using data to produce information intelligence
初
期
應
變
現
地
勘
災
與
災
情
綜
整
後
續
處
置

2/06

•

0206 03:57 quake hit，03:59 NCDR’s system activated

•

0206 04:15

•

0206 05:00 NCDR Director reported to Primer and Vice Primer

•

NCDR was assigned as contact window to international media

•

In seven days, NCDR motivated 120 persons to collect information
and situations, provide suggestion, and post-disaster survey

•

During 9-day emergency operation, NCDR attended 23 working
meetings, 5 press conferences; and issued 16

2/11

•

Follow instructions, NCDR received six interviews by local media

2/12

•

NCDR and NCREE were assigned to propose a survey report

•

0214 16:00 CEOC dismissed

2/07
2/08
2/09
2/10

2/13

2/14

NCDR reported to CEOC

First NCDR report on Feb 6, 2016
- automatically generated by system
Shake map

Geo-profile

Impact to transportation

Geospatial meshed Data

500m x 500m Meshed Map Sheet
Number of Meshes :13,2712
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Big data sets to support impact assessment

Bridges

Highways

Hydroutilities

Natural
gas

Power
Pipelines

Water
Pipelines
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Impacts analysis based on scenario earthquake

Casualties

Evacuation demand

Water interruption

Power interruption
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Application: using mobile phones to catch dynamics
of population – big data from private sector

Weekends‘ pattern

Weekdays‘ pattern

Improved from

• Time domain resolution: every 10 minutes

• Every 60 minute

• Spatial domain: 500m x 500m, with gender

• 1000m x 1000m

• Coverage: urban and rural areas

• Urban area only
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Potential tsunami inundation
- online and open to the general public
• Envelop of max values of 600
scenario tsunamis
• Map includes range and depths of
inundation, critical infrastructure,
social-welfare facilities, schools
– To highlight ideal shelter locations and
evacuation route

Tsunami evacuation maps
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ICT backbones support PWS to well function
- ingredients to succeed
• Leading policy
– Learning experiences of Japan and the US
– Introducing Common Alerting Protocol (Standardization)
– Making Cell Broadcast Service into contract

• Ready environment
– Data exchange and integration (Open data platform)
– Government agencies + Mobile telecommunication companies (5) +
mobile phone manufactures (100+) + 25.18 m users (PPP)
– Automatic processes and high-Internet-security platform

• Clear messages
– Challenge to tell a situation in 90 characters and multiple languages

• Designed responses and actions
– For citizens, responders and decision makers at diverse locations

• Regular test

Step1: Open Data Platform for Disaster Information
(Common Alerting Protocol format)
Develop disaster information open data platform
(https://alerts.ncdr.nat.gov.tw)

Combine 30 kinds of alerts
from DGPA, CWB, SWCB, WRA,
THB, TRA, THSRC and etc.

Released a total of 30
categories of instant
supporting information

Sep2: Public-private partnership on enhancing
information coverage (with Google) –PPP model
• Initiation of Open Data in 2013, through Google Crisis Map and
Google Public Alerts to disseminate typhoon warning messages.
Typhoon Soulik (7/10-14) : number of system access about 1.3 million

• In 2014, the total number of accessing Google services is around 14 million
• In 2015, the total number of accessing Google services is around 16 million
• In 2016, the total number of accessing Google services is around 21 million

Google Public Alerts
Location-based

Google Crisis Map
Easy-to-use
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Step 3: Cell Broadcast service to End user: the general
- to enhance info coverage at the most efficient way
Alert delivery

Government Agency

Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)

Broadcasting
CMAS / EAS-CAP

Cell Broadcast Entity

Types of warnings

Applications

Cell Broadcast Center

Big thunder storm
Earthquake
CAP messages

Debris flow

APP developers

XML
API

Internet
Gateway

Dam discharge

Automatic devices
CAP messages

Pandemics
Int’l outbreak
Road closure

1
Alert Aggregator
Alert Gateway

D Interface

CMSP Gateway
C Interface

Attack incident
Suspension of office

and school

2014 ~ 2015

CMSP Network
Infrastructure

Five 4G mobile service
provides (25.18 m users)

2015 ~ 2018
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Implement public warning through PPP
• Public sector
– 7 government agencies + local governments

• Private sector
– All five 4G system operators
– Free to users and government
– Contract request for bidding bandwidth

• Coverage over users
– 25.18 million 4G users (2018 Q3)

2016/05/12, Channel 4370

• Types of warnings
– Big thunder storm, Earthquake, Debris flow, Dam discharge, Pandemics,
Int’l outbreak, Road closure, Attack incident, Suspension of office and
school
– Mainly using 4370 and 911 channels
– Area definition: Geo Code, Circle and polygon (location-based)

Step 4: Instant messenger Reach out users through LINE
- location-based warnings pushed to NCDR LINE channel
• All 22 alerts at 4 categories (free)
• Subscribers close to 1 m since this March
Wearer and EQ

Typhoon

Tsunami

Hydraulic
situation

Floods

Dam
discharge

Transportation

Railway
acciedent

Highspeed
rail accident

NTPC

Thunder
storm

Strong
winds

High water
level in river

Alert on
flood gate

TPE

Road closure

Temporary
parking info

TCC

Torrential
rain

Low
temperature

Debris flow

Earthquake

Dense fog

Alert on
water level

Others

Pandemics

Security

Crossboundary
outbreak

Office and
school
Closure

Conclusion: Evolutions of Emergency Management
- collective involvement among stakeholders
Experience-based

•
•
•
•
•

Leader: emergency responders
Tools: paper maps, radio, fax……
Actions: evacuations, S&R (during and afterwards)
Info source: 911, faxes, news……
Other stakeholders: limited participation

Risk understanding
S&T and Data make
management different!!

Science-based
Demands on intelligence
for impact assessments

Information-based

• Leader: ERs, scientists
• New tools: digital risk maps, scenarios
• Actions: early warning and evacuations,
deployments of personnel and equipment (before)
• Info source: data, models, readings, Internet,
• Other stakeholders: invited participation
• Leader: ERs, scientists, general public
• New tools: social media, real-time data, big data
• Actions: risk communication, impact-based
preparedness(before)
• Info source: live videos, social media,
• Other stakeholders: active participation

Thanks for your attention
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